Selected Current Bibliography on Labor & Employment Law

compiled by Book Review/Updates Editor

Included in this bibliography are recent articles on United States labor and employment law. An attempt has been made to provide full and complete biographical data. Readers are encouraged to submit additional titles for possible inclusion in the future.

Alternative Dispute Resolution


Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)


Donald J. Spero, *For Whom The Filing Tolls—Beware of Hidden Traps:*
Time Limitations and Court Supervision in Class Actions Under the FLSA and the ADEA, 76 FLA. BUS. J. 47 (2002).

Comparative Labor Law

Neil J. Conway, Investment Responsibility in Northern Ireland: 

Petra Foubert, Does EC Pregnancy and Maternity Legislation Create Equal Opportunities for Women in the EC Labor Market?
The European Court of Justice’s Interpretation of the EC Pregnancy Directive in Boyle And Lewen, 8 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 219 (2002).


Discrimination
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Christopher Slobogin, Race-Based Defenses - the Insights of Traditional Analysis, 54 ARK. L. REV. 739 (2002).

Employment Benefits


Labor & Employment Relations


National Labor Relations


Occupational Safety & Health


Sexual Harassment

